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By the end of the 19th century, the Devil had become a figure of myth. Ironically, that helped his image proliferate in popular culture.
Friday essay: Satan is back (again) ̶ the Devil in 5 dark details
This one is both wild enough to be confused as a conspiracy theory and common sense enough to be the big solution staring us in the face which nobody realized. Until now. Oak Ridge National ...
A Cool Mist That Dries Your Clothes
Alisha Turull, Heavy Hitter, Inc.
THE 522 ALBUMS THAT DIDN T MAKE THE LIST
Image Comics and Skybound have revealed a new look at Trover Saves The Universe #1 from acclaimed author Tess Stone, based upon the eponymous hit video game by Justin Roiland, Co- ...
Get a New Look at Trover Saves The Universe #1 from Justin Roiland and Tess Stone
Adherents of conspiracy theories and other kinds of foolishness often ... This seems uncomfortably close to many well-established religious frameworks̶the cosmic battles between Satan and Jesus, for ...
Confronting the Rise in Conspiracy Thinking … With Wisdom Literature
Through the Looking Glass lives up to its title. Directed by Oliver Stone, it

s a kind of documentary companion-piece sequel to

JFK,

and yes, it takes ...

JFK Revisited: Through the Looking Glass Review: Oliver Stone Doubles Down on the Mother of All Conspiracy Theories
A key witness in the ABC s Four Corners story on QAnon is a serial conspiracy theorist who has ... government-accepted and recognised cosmic (off-planet) security clearance in my Australian ...
Key ABC witness Peter Alexander Priest is a serial conspiracy theorist
In response, Disney cut all ties with Gunn, including dropping him from the production of the cosmic defenders

threequel. Speaking to Screen Rant, Safran had this to say about what happened in ...

DC Wanted To Hire James Gunn Just Days After Disney Fired Him
Ufology lends itself to everything from a complete paranoid conspiracy to a complete cosmic worldview … The whole point of Ufology is that it

s close enough to be believable but far enough ...

How UFOs became the world s original conspiracy theory
But when lawmakers talk about it, they tend to leave themselves a little wiggle room in case it's something else ̶ whether more prosaic than a military rival or, you know, more cosmic.
'There is stuff': Enduring mysteries trail US report on UFOs
Looking out windows to phantasmagorical cosmic landscapes ... and having studied conspiracy theories in the early

90s, and even earlier, I immediately recognized the source material.

QAnon s Alive and Bela Lugosi s Dead: an Interview with Robert Guffey
A conspiracy to hoax the public ... the natural and the supernatural, were fused within a cosmic order that was not to be manipulated and transformed ‒ as it was in the West ‒ but revered ...
LIST GROWS: THE ABC STAFFERS WHO HELPED THE BRUCE PASCOE HOAX
The notion that an infamous victim of Trump-era partisanship might end up as Biden

s AG had a whiff of cosmic justice ... from trespassing to criminal conspiracy. For a flicker, it seemed ...

Merrick Garland vs. Trump s Mob
At the ABC, where staff regularly tweet false criticisms about Scott Morrison, the Prime Minister is a far-right conspiracy theorist ... were fused within a cosmic order that was not to be ...
ABC s Four Corners off the pace with conspiracy theories
After all, Marvel s genius has been in channeling seemingly unrelated genres into the superhero format (what is Winter Soldier but a Cold War conspiracy ... he

s not a cosmic threat à la ...
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